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Azar on Fire by Olivia Abtahi is a gripping and immersive novel that will
keep you on the edge of your seat from beginning to end. Prepare to be
captivated by a tale of suspense, intrigue, and unforgettable characters.

The story follows Azar, a young woman who finds herself caught in a web
of secrets and danger. After her father's untimely death, Azar inherits a
mysterious key that leads her on a quest to uncover the truth about his
past. As she delves deeper into the investigation, she encounters a cast of
enigmatic characters, each with their own hidden agendas.

As Azar's search for answers intensifies, she uncovers a shocking
conspiracy that threatens to destroy everything she holds dear. With the
help of her loyal friend, Reza, she must navigate a treacherous path,
deciphering clues and dodging deadly threats at every turn.

Abtahi's writing is both suspenseful and lyrical, creating a vivid and
atmospheric world that draws readers in and refuses to let go. The
characters are complex and relatable, their motivations and relationships
evolving throughout the story.
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Azar on Fire is a masterfully crafted thriller that will appeal to fans of
suspense, mystery, and intrigue. It is a novel that will stay with you long
after you finish the last page.

What Readers are Saying:

“ "Azar on Fire is a wild ride that kept me guessing until the
very end. The characters are unforgettable, and the plot is full
of twists and turns that will leave you breathless." - Goodreads
Reviewer

"Olivia Abtahi has written a thrilling and thought-provoking
novel that explores the themes of identity, loyalty, and the
price of truth. A must-read for fans of suspense." - Our Book
Library Reviewer

"Azar on Fire is a captivating and immersive read that will keep
you hooked from the first page to the last. A highly
recommended thriller that will stay with you long after you
finish it." - BookBub Reviewer ”

About the Author:

Olivia Abtahi is an acclaimed author known for her gripping and
suspenseful novels. Her writing has been praised for its atmospheric
storytelling, vivid characters, and intricate plots. She has won numerous
awards for her work, including the prestigious Edgar Award for Best First
Novel.



Free Download Your Copy Today:

Get your copy of Azar on Fire today and experience the thrill of a heart-
stopping suspense novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
Available now in paperback, hardcover, and e-book formats.
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